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Denise Rainey Wins 2020 Leading For Impact Women In
Leadership Award
Rainmakers Strategic Solutions LLC (Rainmakers) is excited to announce
that our President and CEO Denise Rainey has won the 2020 Leading
for Impact, Women in Leadership Award. The award recognizes women
creating impact and leading organizations and mission-focused strategic
programs across Federal Technology and Consulting Communities.
We nominated Denise for her dedication to both the Rainmakers team and the company’s clientele. Her
enthusiasm to provide mentoring and individualized staff support, her determination to continue growing
Rainmakers, combined with her dedication to delivering top-notch services, guarantee our future and stand
apart from others in the industry, making her an exceptional leader.
“I am both honored and humbled at this recognition.” said Denise Rainey. “Having my team’s trust and
tremendous support enables us to achieve lofty goals and deliver unwavering customer satisfaction.”
All winners of the 2020 Women in Leadership Award were nominated and selected by a panel of current and
former Federal and Industry leaders from across the Federal IT sector. For more information on the award please
visit www.fedhealthit.com/2020/09/award-winners-leading-for-impact-women-in-leadership-conference/.

About Rainmakers Strategic Solutions

Rainmakers Strategic Solutions LLC (Rainmakers) is a certified 8(a), economically disadvantaged woman-owned
small consulting firm, founded in 2007 to provide expertise and highly practical solutions in support of the
government and commercial sectors. Rainmakers’ principals are respected professionals with demonstrated
success for clients facing evolving requirements and constituent needs. We develop, implement, and improve
programs by applying insightful methodologies and delivering innovative results that address and simplify
complex issues, streamline processes, and reduce costs. We have a genuine focus on achieving and maintaining
an impeccable business relationship with our customers and supporting them in their efforts to improve
processes. Client satisfaction is our most valuable asset and exceeding our customers’ expectations is our
primary goal. For more information about our key cornerstones – excellence, passion, diversity, and knowledge –
visit www.rainmakerssolutions.com, call (443) 348-8067 or connect with us on our social media channels:
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